Planning a grooming session for your pet? Then you must read this!

A dog of any breed will need grooming to look and feel at her best. Grooming your dog appropriately may take a few minutes to quite a few hours each week, depending on the breed and coat type.

Don’t cut the fur of the dogs so closely especially during summers. You believe it or not, the fur on the body makes them regulate the body temperatures. Depending on the breed of the dog the thickness must be maintained.

Here are some tips for you are looking for assistant pet groomer, or you can even make the grooming sessions more playful with the pets when doing it yourself.

Research on the dog’s breed and the coat type and use the grooming tools according to that.

Take advice from the veterinarian on grooming techniques to make it more interesting.

Make your dog feel comfortable.

Start bathing your dog once a week.

Cut here...

8 DOG GROOMING TIPS

1. RESEARCH ON THE DOG’S BREED

Research on the dog’s breed and the coat type and use the grooming tools according to that.

2. TAKE ADVICE FROM THE VETERINARIAN

Take advice from the veterinarian on grooming techniques to make it more interesting.

3. GROOMING SESSIONS SHORT AND PLEASANT

Make the grooming sessions short and pleasant. Play the music your pet likes, so it enjoys. Light a lavender candle for the good fragrance. You know pets also like the good smell!

4. MAKE YOUR DOG FEEL COMFORTABLE

When the dog feels uncomfortable during grooming, study when it feels comfortable and then starts grooming. Let the dog come to you.

5. GROOMING AND VETERINARY HUSBANDRY A EASY SESSION

Don’t cut the fur of the dogs so closely especially during summers. You believe it or not, the fur on the body makes them regulate the body temperatures. Depending on the breed of the dog the thickness must be maintained.

6. BATHING YOUR DOG

Start bathing your dog’s once a week.

7. DON’T CUT THE FUR OF THE DOG

Don’t cut the fur of the dogs so closely especially during summers. You believe it or not, the fur on the body makes them regulate the body temperatures. Depending on the breed of the dog the thickness must be maintained.

8. SIGNS OF AN UNHEALTHY COAT OR SKIN PROBLEMS

Visit a veterinarian if you see any signs of an unhealthy coat or skin problems – bald spots, scaly patches, excessive dryness or oiliness, open sores of any kind, hot spots, etc. These coat problems can be symptoms of underlying problems ranging from dietary deficiencies to allergies, extreme stress, or hypothyroidism.

Visit a veterinarian if you see any signs of an unhealthy coat or skin problems – bald spots, scaly patches, excessive dryness or oiliness, open sores of any kind, hot spots, etc. These coat problems can be symptoms of underlying problems ranging from dietary deficiencies to allergies, extreme stress, or hypothyroidism.

Waggle Pet Temperature Monitor

Waggle Pet Temperature Monitor can monitor your pet’s environment temperature in real-time. It is the best time to track your dog and its health. Waggle gives you the freedom and the confidence to give your pet perfect care. You can view the pet’s temperature in your phone or tablet app anytime, anywhere. Also, you get notifications on your phone or tablet app if the temperature reaches a critical level. So be alerted and not alarmed of your pet protection.